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Abstract
To screen and identify ideal leading compounds from a drug library (ZINC15 database) with potential inhibition effect against c-Myc to
contribute to medication design and development.
A series of computer-aided virtual screening techniques were performed to identify potential inhibitors of c-Myc. LibDock from the

software Discovery Studio was used to do a structure-based screening after ADME (absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion)
and toxicity prediction. Molecular docking was utilized to show the binding affinity and potential mechanism between ligands and c-
Myc. Stability of the ligand-receptor complex was analyzed by molecular dynamic simulation at the end of the research.
Compounds with more interactive energy which are confirmed to be the potential inhibitors for c-Myc were identified from the

ZINC15 databases. Additionally, those compounds are also anticipated with fewer ames mutagenicity, rodent carcinogenicity,
nondevelopmental toxic potential, and tolerant with cytochrome p450 2D6(CYP2D6). Dynamic simulation analysis also revealed that
the very compounds had more favorable potential energy compared with 10058-F4(ZINC12406714). Furthermore, we prove that
those compounds are stable and can exist in natural conditions.
This study demonstrates that the compounds are potential therapeutic inhibitors for c-Myc. These compounds are safe and stable

for drug candidates and may play a critical role in c-Myc inhibitor development.

Abbreviations: BBB = blood–brain barrier, CYP2D6 = cytochrome P-450 2D6, DTP = Developmental Toxicity Potential, NTP =
National Toxicology Program, PPB = plasma protein-binding.
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1. Introduction

Oncogene Myc plays an essential part in oncogenic tumors such
as breast, prostate, colon, and cervical cancers. It also contributes
to lymphomas, myeloid leukaemia, small-cell lung carcinomas,
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and neuroblastoma. The very gene has been discovered for 40
years, and its regulation and structural function are well
understood. Furthermore, C-MYC, MYCN, and MYCL belong
to the Myc oncogene family. Tightly got under controlled under
normal circumstances, the Myc gene is highly upregulated and
expressed in many cancers.[2–4]

The 100-amino acids-long C- terminal region of Myc proteins
comprises the basic, helix-loop-helix, leucine zipper (bHLHLZ)
dimerization, and DNA-binding (DBD) domains.[5] Max, a
protein interacts with the C-terminal region, is a required step for
Myc transcriptional activity.[6] In details, the Myc/Max hetero-
dimer recruits a chromatin-modifying complex which consists of
TRRAP, GCN5, TIP60, and TIP48. This specific complex
activates transcription by binding to the conserved E-box DNA
sequence (CACGTG) located in the transcriptional regulatory
region of target genes.[7–9] Additionally, there are several other
interactors with Myc’s C terminus, including Miz1(Myc-
interacting Zn-finger protein 1), ARF, and SKP2.[10–12]

Previously, there are few compounds which were identified for
the direct inhibition of Myc-Max protein–protein interactions. In
2002, Berg et al[13] used a combinatorial library to discover
IIA6B17. In the following year, Yin et al[14] employed yeast 2-
hybrid system from the Chembridge DiverSet combinatorial
library and identified 3 compounds—10058-F4, 10074-G5, and
10074-A4—which have complete specificity toward Myc-Max.
Wang et al in 2007[15] also used the same system to try to develop
a more selective analogue of 10058-F4 drug but failed to do so
due to the lack of improvement from his selected analogues.
Previous studies have found that benzamide can cause c-Myc loss
in HL-60 cell line. Moreover, noninhibitory analogues of
benzamide did not induce loss of MYC. There are few reports
in this area in recent years. So benzamide was selected as negative
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control.[16] The major issues for the compounds that were
identified were low potency, lack of selectivity, poor pharmaco-
kinetic behavior, which hardly enable them to accumulate
sufficient concentration to block Myc-Max concentration.[17]

Therefore, it is urgent to develop new compounds which have
high specificity as well as pharmacokinetics.
In the significant pharmaceutical market,[18,19] the natural

products and their derivatives still play the major part in it. The
very chemicals not only possess properties like unique chemical
structures and potential biological functions, but they also
contribute to the design and refinement of medication. For the
past few years, several publications showed that small molecular
compounds have the potential inhibitory effect of c-Myc. The
goal of this study is to find lead compounds of c-Myc inhibitor for
the development and medication of the drugs. A series of
structural biologic and chemical methods were deployed and
identify the lead compounds, and the study also predicts their
absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity.
Furthermore, a list of candidates for the drugs as well as their
pharmacological properties were shown to provide the basis for
the development of c-Myc inhibitor research.
2. Methods and materials

2.1. Structure-based virtual screening using LibDock

Ligand-binding pocket region of c-Myc was chosen as the
binding site to screen compounds that could potentially inhibit c-
Myc. Virtual screening was performed with the aid of LibDock
module of Discovery Studio 4.5.22. LibDock is a strictly based
docking module which calculates hotspots, which are further
aligned to create optimum interactions, for the protein using a
grid placed into the binding site and polar and apolar probes. The
Smart Minimizer algorithm and CHARMM force field (Harvard
University, Cambridge, MA) was carried out to minimize ligand.
Once minimization was completed, all ligand poses were ranked
by the ligands score. The 2.0-Å crystal structure of human c-Myc
(Protein Data Bank identifier: 5vhe) and the inhibitor 10058-F4
(ZINC15 database identifier: ZINC12406714) were down-
loaded and imported to the working circumstance of LibDock.
Figure 1 shows the chemical structure of c-Myc. Crystal water
Figure 1. The molecular structure of c-Myc. The red represents negative
charge, whereas the blue represents the positive charge. (A) The initial structure
of c-Myc with the addition of surface binding area. (B) The structure when
c-Myc binds with 10058-F4(ZINC000012406714).
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and other heteroatoms around were removed to prepare for the
protein. Additional hydrogen was added later followed by
protonation, ionization, and energy minimization of the protein.
The CHARMM force field and the Smart Minimizer algorithm
were executed for energy minimization.[20] The 2000 steps
minimization had a root mean square gradient tolerance of 10,
and the final root means square gradient was 0.690. The prepared
protein was applied to define the binding site. Using the ligands
10058-F4 binding position, the active site for docking was
created. Docking all the prepared ligands was carried for the
virtual screening at the defined active site using LibDock and
generated individual LibDock score. All the docked poses were
grouped based on the LibDock score, and all compounds were
ranked by LibDock score accordingly.

2.2. Absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
and toxicity prediction

Calculation of absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excre-
tion (ADME) of selected compounds, including their aqueous
solubility, blood–brain barrier (BBB) penetration, cytochrome P-
450 2D6 (CYP2D6) inhibition, hepatotoxicity, human intestinal
absorption, and plasma protein-binding (PPB) level was
employed by ADME module of Discovery Studio 4.5. TOP-
KAT module of Discovery Studio 4.5 was also employed to
calculate the toxicity and other properties of all the potential
compounds, such as US National Toxicology Program rodent
carcinogenicity, Ames mutagenicity, developmental toxicity
potential, and rat oral median lethal dose (LD50) and chronic
oral lowest observed adverse effect level (LOAEL). These
pharmacologic characteristics were all considered when filtering
proper drug candidates.
2.3. Molecule docking and pharmacophore prediction

The module of Discovery Studio 4.5 was utilized for the analysis
of molecular docking. CDOCKER is a molecular docking
method based on CHARMM force field, which can produce
high-precision docking results. The very force field was used for
both receptors and ligands. The Receptor was firmly fixed,
whereas ligands are permitted to flex around during the docking
process. Discovery Studio calculated the CHARMM energy and
the interaction energy, which indicates ligand-binding affinity in
each complex. Crystal structure of c-Myc was extracted from the
protein data bank. A rigid and semiflexible docking process was
deployed to remove the crystal water molecules, causing the fixed
water molecules to possibly affect the conformation of the
receptor-ligand complex.[21,22] Hydrogen atoms were added to
the protein after completed the above procedure. To confirm the
reliability of the combination mode, the initial inhibitor
compound 10058-F4 was obtained from the binding site and
then redocked into the crystal structure of c-Myc to compare the
root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the 2 conforma-
tions. The binding site sphere of c-Myc was defined as the regions
that come within around a 3-Å radius from the geometric
centroid of the ligand 10058-F4. During the docking procedure,
the ligands were acceptable to bind with the residues of protein
groups within the binding site sphere. The structures of identified
hits were then created and docked into the binding pocket of
c-Myc. Different poses of the respective ligand-c-Myc complex
were generated and analyzed according to CDOCKER interac-
tion energy. Pharmacophore of compounds was created and



Table 1

Top 20 ranked compounds with high Libdock scores.

No. Compounds Libdock Score

1 ZINC000002526389 141.675
2 ZINC000002526388 141.442
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visualized using 3D-QSAR pharmacophore generation module,
which is a conformational space that produces up to 255
conformations per molecule to simulate a series of the small
molecule of the same kind. Conformations with energy values
within the energy threshold of 10kcal/mol were allowed to be
preserved.
3 ZINC000004654971 140.38
4 ZINC000004098749 137.816
5 ZINC000038143594 137.436
6 ZINC000015122022 135.661
7 ZINC000004654958 135.292
8 ZINC000027646625 135.287
9 ZINC000013485434 132.397
10 ZINC000012495776 132.132
11 ZINC000015212183 131.763
12 ZINC000012495616 129.722
13 ZINC000008214697 129.359
14 ZINC000008689961 128.382
15 ZINC000027646625 127.866
16 ZINC000031165470 127.265
17 ZINC000229763735 126.773
18 ZINC000030731451 126.488
19 ZINC000003791929 124.933
20 ZINC000013485432 124.831
2.4. Molecular dynamics simulation

The fittest binding conformations of the ligand-c-Myc complexes
among the poses picked by the molecule docking program were
prepared for the process of molecular dynamics simulation. The
orthorhombic box was used to contain the ligand-complexes and
solvated with an explicit periodic boundary solvation water
model. Sodium chloride was added with the ionic strength of
0.145 to mimic the physiological environment. Then the system
was exposed to the CHARMM force field, and its intensity is
reduced by energy minimization (500 steps of steepest descent
and 500 steps of the conjugated gradient), with the final root
mean square gradient of 0.227. The system was driven from an
initial temperature of 296K to the target temperature of 302K for
2 ps in a slow-motion following an equilibration simulation for
5 ps. Molecular dynamics simulation (production module)
was carried out for 25 ps with a time step of 1 fs. The whole
simulation was performed within a standard pressure as well as a
temperature system with a constant temperature of nearly 300K.
The particle mesh Ewald algorithm was used to calculate long-
range electrostatics, and the linear constraint solver algorithm
was incorporated to fix all bonds involving hydrogen. Discovery
Studio 4.5 analysis trajectory protocol determined the trajectory
for RMSD, potential energy, and structural characteristics
through using the initial complex setting as a reference.
3. Results

3.1. Virtual screening of natural products database on the
inhibitor of c-Myc

Ligand-binding pocket was always an essential site of c-Myc.
10058-F4 has previously been selected as a potential inhibitor.
And benzamide is confirmed as invalid inhibitors. Therefore, the
pocket that 10058-F4 binds with c-Myc is selected to be the
reference site. A total of 17,799 purchasable natural compounds
and benzamide were extracted from ZINC15 database for the
analysis.
Furthermore, the molecular structure of c-Myc was chosen as

the receptor protein. A total of 6085 compounds successfully
docked with protein c-Myc. A total of 1168 compounds had a
higher score than 10058-F4 (LibDock score: 86.2782) after the
initial analysis. And benzamide (LibDock score: 70.5673) has a
lower fraction than 10058-F4. The top 20 compounds ranked
according to LibDock score were listed in Table 1.
The top 20 high score LibDock compounds are listed in

Table 1.
(All score LibDock compounds are listed in supplement

Table 1, http://links.lww.com/MD/F222.)
3.2. ADME and toxicity prediction

After the selection, pharmacological properties of all ligands from
the compounds and 10058-F4 were predicted by ADME module
of Discovery Studio 4.5. Human intestinal absorption, aqueous
3

solubility, BBB, and cytochrome p450 2D6-binding, hepatotox-
icity, and PPB properties (Table 2).
Defined in the water at 25°C, the aqueous solubility prediction

demonstrates the solubility in water for all compounds. Fifteen
compounds are found tohave an ideal absorption level, and the rest of
the 5 have poor to very poor absorption level in accordance with the
intestinal absorption level listed.Nine compounds, in termsofbinding
affinity, have a strong absorbency with the plasma protein, whereas
the other 11 are proved to have a poor binding affinity. Among the
20compounds,5compoundsare foundtobehepatoxic.Sixteenof the
20 compounds do not inhibit the important metabolic enzyme
cytochrome p450 2D6 (CYP 2D6) with the exceptions of
ZINC000002526389,ZINC000002526388,ZINC000015122022,
and ZINC000012495616.
In terms of the safety investigation, Ames Mutagenicity (AMES),

Rodent carcinogenicity (USNationalToxicologyProgram(NTP), as
well as developmental toxicity potential properties, are analyzed
using a module named TOP-KAT from the discovery studio 4.5
(Table 3). Eleven compounds are potentially not developmental
toxic accordingly. Three compounds ZINC000004654958,
ZINC000004654971, and ZINC000008689961 after filtration
are considered tobe ideal compounds for they share theproperties of
low Ames mutagenicity, rodent carcinogenicity, and developmental
toxicity potential. They are also non-CYP2D6 inhibitors with lower
hepatotoxicity than 10058-F4. In summary, ZINC000004654958,
ZINC000004654971, and ZINC000008689961 were identified as
safe drug candidates and were selected for the subsequent research
(Fig. 2).

3.3. Ligand-binding analysis

The CDOCKER module applied in the study was proved to be
reliable as the RMSDbetween the docked position and the chemical
structureof the complexwas10.Under the forcefieldCHARMm36,
compounds ZINC000004654958, ZINC000004654971, and
ZINC000008689961 were docked into the molecule structure of
c-Myc via CDOCKER module. Table 4 is listed to show respective
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Table 2

Adsorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion properties of compounds.

Number Compounds Solubility level
∗

BBB Level† CYP2D6‡ Hepatotoxicityx Absorptionjj level PPB level¶

1 ZINC000002526389 2 4 1 1 0 1
2 ZINC000002526388 2 4 1 1 0 1
3 ZINC000004654971 3 4 0 0 1 0
4 ZINC000004098749 3 4 0 1 1 0
5 ZINC000038143594 3 4 0 0 3 0
6 ZINC000015122022 2 4 1 0 2 1
7 ZINC000004654958 3 4 0 0 1 0
8 ZINC000027646625 3 1 0 0 0 0
9 ZINC000013485434 1 4 1 1 1 1
10 ZINC000012495776 4 3 0 0 0 1
11 ZINC000015212183 3 3 0 0 0 0
12 ZINC000012495616 3 4 0 1 3 0
13 ZINC000008214697 2 4 0 0 3 1
14 ZINC000008689961 3 0 0 0 0 0
15 ZINC000013485432 1 4 1 1 1 1
16 ZINC000027646625 3 1 0 0 0 0
17 ZINC000031165470 4 4 0 0 3 0
18 ZINC000229763735 3 4 0 0 0 1
19 ZINC000030731451 3 4 0 0 0 0
20 ZINC000003791929 0 4 0 0 3 1

BBB = blood–brain barrier, CYP2D6 = cytochrome P-450 2D6, PPB = plasma protein binding
∗
Aqueous-solubility level: 0 (extremely low); 1 (very low, but possible); 2 (low); 3 (good).

† Blood–brain barrier level: 0 (Very high penetrant); 1 (high); 2 (medium); 3 (low); 4 (undefined).
‡ Cytochrome P450 2D6 level: 0 (noninhibitor); 1 (inhibitor).
x Hepatotoxicity: 0 (nontoxic); 1 (toxic).
jj Human-intestinal absorption level: 0 (good); 1 (moderate); 2 (poor); 3 (very poor).
¶ Plasma protein-binding: 0 (absorbent weak); 1 (absorbent strong).
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calculated CDOCKER potential energy, MM/GBSA-binding free
energy. Those compounds show the characteristic to have a
significant lower MM/GABA binding energy comparing to the
reference compounds 10058-F4 (25.5844kcal/mol). Another
Table 3

Toxicities of compounds.

No. compounds

Mouse NTP
∗

Female M

1 ZINC000002526389 0.999 0.
2 ZINC000002526388 0.999 0.
3 ZINC000004654971 0 0
4 ZINC000004098749 0 0
5 ZINC000038143594 0.061 0
6 ZINC000015122022 0 1
7 ZINC000004654958 0 0
8 ZINC000027646625 0 0
9 ZINC000013485434 0 0.
10 ZINC000012495776 0.891 0.
11 ZINC000015212183 0.003 0.
12 ZINC000012495616 0.998 1
13 ZINC000008214697 0 0.
14 ZINC000008689961 0 0
15 ZINC000013485432 0 0.
16 ZINC000027646625 0 0
17 ZINC000031165470 1 0
18 ZINC000229763735 0.314 0
19 ZINC000030731451 1 0
20 ZINC000003791929 0 1
∗
<0.3 (noncarcinogen); >0.7 (carcinogen).

†<0.3 (nonmutagen); >0.7 (mutagen).
‡<0.3 (nontoxic); >0.7 (toxic).

4

reason it would serve to be a better c-Myc inhibitor due to its
lower energy. Structural computation was employed to analyze
the hydrogen bonds and Pi-Pi interactions of ligands-c-Myc
complex (Figs. 3 and 4, Table 5). The reference compound
Rat NTP†

Ames‡ DTPale Female Male

036 0 0.999 0.999 0.769
041 0 0.999 0.999 0.745

0 0.001 0 0
1 0 0 1
0.274 0.088 0 1
1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

014 1 0 1 0.821
056 0 0 0.009 0
261 1 1 0 0

1 1 0.016 1
003 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0
014 1 0 1 0.821

0 0 1 0
0 0.004 0 0.999
0.065 0.016 0.001 0.151
0 0.816 0 0
1 0 1 1



Figure 2. The structure of ZINC00012406714(10058-F4) and new com-
pounds selected from virtual screening.

Table 4

CDOCKER potential energy of compounds with c-Myc under
CHARMm36 force field.

Compound CDOCKER potential energy, kcal/mol

ZINC000004654971 �18.004
ZINC000004654958 �19.9436
ZINC000008689961 �54.544
ZINC000012406714 25.5844

Ren et al. Medicine (2020) 99:50 www.md-journal.com
ZINC000012406714 (10058-F4) formed 2 pairs of hydrogen
bonds with c-Myc, which includes O14 of the compound to A:
ARG849: HA of c-Myc and the compound to A:LEU850: HN.
As for Pi-Pi interaction, the compound ZINC000012406714
includes the compound to A: TRP887. It is shown that compound
ZINC000004654971 formed 4 pairs of hydrogen bonds with
c-Myc, which includes O21 of the compound to A:LEU850:HN of
c-Myc, O22 of the compound to A:ASN886:HD21 of c-Myc,
Figure 3. Schematic drawing of interaction between ligands and c-Myc; the color b
Thicker sticks are used to represent ligand, whereas thinner sticks were used to sho
Myc complex; (B) ZINC000004654958-c-Myc complex; (C) ZINC000008689961

5

O22 of the compound to A:ASN886:HD22 of c-Myc, O25 of the
compound to A:ASN886:HD22 of c-Myc. ZINC000004654958
only shares 1 hydrogen bond with c-Myc which its O23 binds
to A: ASN886: HD22 of c-Myc. ZINC000008689961 has 2
extra hydrogen bonds compared to the former drug candidate
(A:LYS847:HZ1: ZINC000008689961:O27, A:LYS847:HE1:
ZINC000008689961:O23, A:TRP935:O: ZINC000008689961:
H60). Worth mentioning is that the selected 3 compounds were
failed to see any pi-pi interaction with m-Myc protein.
3.4. Molecular dynamics simulation

Evaluation of the stabilities of ligand-c-Myc complexes under
natural environment was employed via molecular dynamics
simulation. The RMSD curves and potential energy statistics are
displayed in Figure 5. The complexes trajectories at 50 ps reached
equilibrium. It was also known that the potential energy of
respective complexes was stabilized with time. The simulation
also validates the stabilization between c-Myc and the potential
lue represented positive charge, whereas the red represented negative charge.
w the structure around the ligand-receptor junction. (A) ZINC000004654971-c-
-c-Myc complex.

http://www.md-journal.com


Figure 4. The intermolecular interaction of the predicted bindingmodes of (A) ZINC000004654958, (B) ZINC000004654971, (C) ZINC000008689961 (D), 10058-F4.
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drug candidates was supported by the interaction of the hydrogen
bonds. Conclusively, the results prove that the 3 compounds can
steadily exist in nature condition and could potential modulatory
effect on c-Myc.

4. Discussion

c-Myc was and still now a popular target for human cancer
research. The very oncogene has proved to be related to
Table 5

Hydrogen bond interaction parameters for each compound and c-M

Receptor Compound Donor atom

C-Myc ZINC000004654971 A:LEU850:HN
A:ASN886:HD2
A:ASN886:HD2
A:ASN886:HD2

ZINC000004654958 A:ASN886:HD2
ZINC000008689961 A:LYS847:HZ1

A:LYS847:HE1
A:TRP935:O

ZINC000012406714 A:ARG849:HA
A:LEU850:HN
A:TRP887

6

numerous tumor suppressor and other oncogenes. Ma in 2014
demonstrates that c-Myc represses tumor suppressor let-7, which
correlates well with another oncogene Lin28’s induction.[23] Wu
et al in 2018 also shows that c-Myc can be enhanced for
transcription to promote cancer progression under the effect of
protein Menin.[24] Consequently, urgent it is for scientist and
clinician to screen and select optimal drug candidates for the
inhibition of c-Myc.
yc.

Receptor atom Distances (Å)

ZINC000004654971:O21 2.14
1 ZINC000004654971:O22 2.79
2 ZINC000004654971:O22 2.61
2 ZINC000004654971:O25 1.95
2 ZINC000004654958:O23 2.10

ZINC000008689961:O27 1.74
ZINC000008689961:O23 2.50
ZINC000008689961:H60 2.57
ZINC000012406714:O14 2.46
ZINC000012406714 3.06
ZINC000012406714 5.49



Figure 5. Results of molecular dynamics simulation of complexes. (A) Potential Energy (B) Average backbone RMSD. Ethical approval was not necessary; this is
just a computer simulation of drug research.
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LibDock, ADME, TOPKAT, ligand binding analysis, and
molecular dynamics simulation were utilized to screen and
analyze the structural biological characteristics in this study
individually. Molecular conformation, pharmacological proper-
ties, the affinity of binding, and stability were investigated to
prove the foremost characteristic of the selected compounds.
Seventeen thousand nine hundred thirty-one of the natural,
market available, named product molecules were analyzed from
the ZINC15 database for virtual screening. LibDock score
represented a degree of energy optimization and stability of the
conformation. A high LibDock score showed that it had a
relatively good energy optimization and stabilization. Six
thousand one hundred thirty-three of the compounds are
discovered to have a high binding affinity with c-Myc whose
LibDock score is relatively higher than 10058-F4 and could be
considered to be an energy optimum stable conformation with c-
Myc. The top 20 compounds selected via LibDock score could be
very useful in stabilization for future research.
ADME,aswell as toxicologyof the compounds,were evaluated for

the pharmacological properties accordingly. ZINC000004654958,
ZINC000004654971, and ZINC000008689961, from the results,
were believed to be ideal lead compounds for further commercially
available research. Soluble in the water, these compounds are proved
to be nonhepatoxic and do not inhibit the liver enzyme CYP2D6.
Other drugs could have the chance to bemodified for further research
since the modification of the very organic group could decrease the
potential toxicity.
CDOCKER module is also used to investigate the binding

mechanism and chemical bonds. ZINC000004654958,
ZINC000004654971, and ZINC000008689961 are also proved
to possess low CDOCKER interaction energy. They also show to
have relatively low MM/GBSA-binding energy, indicating the
high binding affinity with c-Myc. For the following analysis,
chemical structures are examined and shows that the 3
compounds are axisymmetric, which are similar to the structures
of 10058-F4. Besides the resemblance, the 3 selected to overcome
the weakness of the 10058-F4, which has low potency, lack of
selectivity, poor pharmacokinetic behavior mentioned previous-
ly.
Molecular dynamic simulation is carried out to estimate the

stabilities of the compounds. RMSD and potential energy of the
ligand-c-Myc complexes were calculated and analyzed. Trajec-
tories of the complexes reach the equilibrium after 50 ps. RMSD
value and complexes’ potential energy got stabilized with time,
indicating that the compounds which are selected previously can
exist stably in environmental condition. The advent of
modification and refinement could be useful to make the
7

compounds bind more firmly to the c-Myc judging from the
current results.
There is still some limitation to our study, although be

elaborately designed and precisely measured. Drug structure may
affect the binding of chemical bonds and energy, but this is
unavoidable at present because the current positive drugs, such as
10074-G5 and 10074-A4, are not available in the Zinc library
and therefore cannot be compared. In our study and Yu’s study,
pocket sites were established on the protein model, and virtual
screening was conducted by computer to obtain drug inhibitors.
However, Yu’s study aims to screen andmodify the structure of c-
Myc inhibitors through physical and chemical methods based on
the classification of c-Myc protein inhibitors currently used, so as
to obtain more effective drugs.[25] However, our study only uses
computers to screen out more promising drugs than those
currently used in clinical studies from a more comprehensive
ZINC library, and provides research directions for other drug
developers. There are essential differences between the 2 in the
method and the end goal. More experiments shall be carried to
validate our results, and it is always good to have more indicators
for the drug safety test, such as maximum tolerated dosage,
aerobic biodegradability. It would also be helpful to carry out an
animal experiment to validate the study.
5. Conclusions

This study used a series of methods based on biology and
chemistry (virtual screening, molecule docking, ligand binding
analysis, and molecular dynamics simulation) to screen and
identify the top-notched compounds which could potentially be
the inhibitor of c-Myc. In a nutshell, ZINC000004654958,
ZINC000004654971, and ZINC000008689961 were filtered
from 6133 natural products to be an ideal candidate for the c-
Myc inhibitor, which could be marketable shortly. They are not
only proved to be relatively safe, but they also had a great
significance in the development of c-Myc protein inhibitor. Some
extra credit the study has provided is a list of drug candidates
along with their pharmacological properties, which is beneficial
for future scientists to investigate and develop more ideal c-Myc
inhibitors.
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